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Abstract: This paper is about the Classification of big data centers, based on top500.org’s 

data. The classification begins with data weighting and Multidimensional Scaling. 

Multidimensional Scaling produces 3D data. The clustering method, K-means, helps to 

classify the data. Nine different groups of data centers have been identified with 

appropriate parameters. 
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1 Introduction 

Two methods were used in this classification. The first is Multidimensional 

Scaling, also known as MDS. Multidimensional Scaling was developed originally 

by John W. Sammon Jr. in 1969 [1]. Many another variants have been developed; 

the most common ones are Classical Multidimensional Scaling (CMDS), and 

Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling. In this paper CMDS was used for problem 

solution. Classical Multidimensional Scaling allows many fine tuning and it is 

good enough for that method. Multidimensional Scaling can be used to reduce 

multidimensional problems into two or three dimensions [2]. 

Multidimensional Scaling has a wide spectrum of applications, such as 

Agricultural Economics [3], biology [4] Wireless Sensor Network Localization 

[5], Social Network Analysis [6], and Psychophysics [7]. 

One of the most popular clustering algorithms is K-means, also known as C-

means. K-means has many implementations. Some of the most interesting 

implementations are High Parallel Implementation [8], Recovery for Burst-Mode 

Optical Receivers [9], and Clustering over a Peer-to-Peer Network [10]. 
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2 The Main Algorithm 

The algorithm consists of three main steps. (Fig. 1) The first major step is data 

preparation for MDS [13]. The second one is the execution of MDS, which creates 

a two or three dimensional point cloud. The last step is clustering with K-means. 

The algorithm is very flexible; it has the possibility to change or tune its various 

parts. 

 

Figure 1 

The main algorithm 

In the overall look, the algorithm is sequential, but some steps may have parallel 

implementation. The most convenient implementation can be done by the use of 

R. R is a free statistic environment [12], and most of the MDS methods and a lot 

of clustering algorithms are implemented in R. It can be used simply as a function 

call. 

3 Data Preparation 

The first step is the preparation part. This part is about putting the data into a 

starting matrix and creating a distance matrix from it. This part is one of the most 

flexible parts. There are possibilities for weighting the problems and determining 

which attributes are more significant than the others. For distance definition, a 

wide assortment of various norms is available. 

The starting matrix must contain measurable values. Classical Multidimensional 

Scaling works just on numbers. In the matrix, the row index denotes the number 

of the appropriate element, while in the columns the attributes are numbered 

(Table 1). 

The next step is optional. Weights can be applied to the starting matrix with the 

following tensor (1), where       is the weight and   represents the number of 

the appropriate attribute. This tensor recreates the matrix, which is more suitable 

for the problem. Expression (1) describes the square of the distance between 

elements i and j. 
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Table 1 

Start Table 
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CMDS needs a rectangular, symmetric distance matrix, the main diagonals of 

which are zeros. Because the distant matrix is symmetric, the upper part can be 

filled in with zeros too. Computing the distance matrix means getting the norms of 

the difference of elements (2). The results have to be placed into the distance 

matrix. 

For this purpose, an arbitrary norm can be applied. 

     ‖     ‖         (2) 
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      (3) 

4 Multidimensional Scaling 

The Multidimensional Scaling part reduces the multidimensional problem into a 

two or three dimensional one, which can be visualized. 

CMDS is satisfactory for this purpose because the distant matrix is rectangular 

and symmetric. 
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The first step is to choose a vector   (4), where I is the dimension where the 

problem will be scaled. 

Usually   will be two or three dimensional. 

                    (4) 

The norm of the difference between the elements of   has to be approximately 

equal to the distance (5). 

‖     ‖              (5) 

Vector   has to be chosen to minimize the following expression (6). 

        
∑ (‖     ‖     )

 
          (6) 

After the minimization,   will represent the problem in the selected dimension. 

The upper part of the matrix is not necessary in R. In the literature, various 

measures of goodness are applied for assessing the result of a fitting. The so called 

Shepard plot describes the distances versus the dissimilarities in a 2D diagram 

[13]. If the individual data fit well to the y=x line with little standard deviation, the 

fitting is good. If the points scatter too much around the line, the fitting is not too 

good. In the software package R that was applied for the calculations, the CMDS 

function used the best fitting algorithm, and no goodness measures were available 

as a default. For the purposes of this research, the default option was quite 

satisfactory. 

The idea behind Multidimensional Scaling originally was the distance between 

two cities that is measurable with a ruler on the map. The main problem was how 

to recreate the map from the distance data. A popular example is flight paths 

between large cities in the USA. 

5 Clustering 

The clustering part is to decide which elements are in the same group. One of the 

most popular clustering methods is the K-means. The following Petri Net is about 

the base of the K-means clustering algorithm Fig. 5. 

In an intuitive way, the clustering method creates groups around a set of points. 

Each group has a center point. A point belongs to a particular group if it is closer 

to the center point of this group than to the center points of the other groups. 

The points created by MDS in the selected dimension are denoted as 

             (7). 

                        (7) 
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Figure 5 

K-means described by a Petri Net 

Each group has a center denoted by   (8). 

In the K-means algorithm, we need to know how many groups we have. It can be 

estimated from the figure of the finished Multidimensional Scaling. 

                      (8) 

Let us use the matrix     of size     for describing the grouping of the 

individual elements. Let       if elements    is in the group j, otherwise       

(10). Let    be defined by the following expression (9). 

  ∑ ∑    ‖     ‖
  

   
 
         (9) 

    {
                     

           
                  (10) 

  must be minimized under the following constraints: each element must belong 

to only one of the groups, i.e. for each j ∑    
 
   . Furthermore each element must 

belong to one of the groups. 

The minimization of   cannot be solved in closed form. There are many ways to 

solve this problem, but one of the good ways is to solve it with iteration. 

Iteration steps: 

0. Initialization: choose random centers. 

a. choose optimal points to fixed centers. 

b. choose optimal centers to fixed points. 

Repeat ”a” and ”b” steps until convergence. 

If the groups remain invariant, the algorithm can be stopped. 

There are exact forms for the individual steps. 

This minimization algorithm does not always work. However, in most of the 

practical cases it works perfectly. 

Step ”a” can be computed with the following expression (11). 

    {              ‖     ‖
 

           
                 (11) 
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If a point can belong to more than one group according to (11), some arbitrary 

choice must be done. 

Step ”b” can be computed with the following expression (12).    is the number of 

points in the cluster (13). 

    
 

  
∑                                        (12) 

   ∑    
 
                            (13) 

6 The Particular Data under Consideration 

The starting data is from top500.org [14]. The attributes chosen from the list that 

was released in November, 2011 are: Year, Total Cores, Accelerator Cores, Rmax, 

Rpeak, Efficiency, Processor Speed, and Core per Socket. Rmax and Rpeak are 

performance values from the LINPACK benchmark in TFlops. The Rmax is the 

maximal performance that LINPACK achieved; Rpeak is a theoretical peak value. 

Due to the fact that the order of magnitudes of the original data in the above 

specified fields roughly corresponded to the significance of the appropriate 

attributes, no special weighting technique has been applied. That is,       was 

used in the main diagonal elements of the matrix in (1). 

For describing the distances at the starting point, Euclidean metrics was chosen 

because it is independent of the direction. 

The second step is scaling the data. The distance has been transformed by the 

logarithm function (14). In the logarithmic function, the very short distances come 

loose, and the very far distances come closer (14). In this manner, more compact 

and distinguishable structures can be obtained. 

                                                    (14) 

7 The Results by CMDS Using All Attributes 

After applying the Multidimensional scaling for the all dataset, we obtained Fig. 6. 

In Fig. 6 two well-defined big groups having internal fine structure can be 

revealed. To find the parameter according to which the whole set is split into these 

groups, one of the attributes can be neglected in MDS. This investigation can be 

done quite systematically. It was found that the attribute "Accelerator Cores" 

caused this splitting. According to Fig. 7, by neglecting this attribute, only one big 

group can be obtained (of course, with internal fine structure). 
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Figure 6 

CMDS with              scaling 

 

 

Figure 7 

Without Accelerator Cores attribute, CMDS applied with              scaling 
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8 Classification of the Fiber Structure 

In the first group, the significant splitting attribute was Rmax (Fig. 8). Dropping 

two other attributes ("Rpeak" and "Total Cores") caused a less significant 

reduction in the structure (Figs. 9, 10). 

The same method was applied for the investigation of the other seven main groups 

with the results as follows: 

The second group’s main attribute is the Efficiency; the side attributes are Rmax 

and Rpeak. 

The third group’s main attribute is the Efficiency too, but the side attribute is 

Processor Speed. 

The fourth group’s main attribute is the Rpeak; the side attributes are Total Cores 

and Rmax. 

The fifth group’s main attribute is the Year; the side attributes are Core per 

Socket, Processor speed, Efficiency. 

The sixth group’s main attribute is the Processor speed, and the side attribute is 

Rmax. 

The seventh group’s main attribute is the Total Cores, and the side attributes are 

Rmax and Rpeak 

The eighth group’s main attribute is the Total Cores. 

 

Figure 8 

First group, Rmax 
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Figure 9 

First group, Rpeak 

 

Figure 10 

First group, Total Cores 
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9 The Software Environment 

R is a software environment for statistic computing [15], which is Open Source 

and free, available under GPL. The R is another implementation of S language and 

environment, which originally was developed by Bell Laboratories [15]. In these 

investigations, for this reason an implementation of R was used on a laptop with a 

Linux system. In this manner no extra programming activity was needed for the 

investigations. After specifying the initial matrix, the necessary computations 

were automatically executed, and appropriate figures were immediately displayed. 

Conclusions 

The combination of MDS and C-means clustering is a useful tool of classification 

for measurable multidimensional problems. 

This method is very flexible. It can be fitted to real problems easily, just by fine-

tuning the problem with weights, or by choosing other norms. The Clustering part 

is changeable. It is very easy to implement a short script in R and plot many 

variations. This helps to decide which modifications are the best. 

This classification could help planning the computer systems of Data Centers. In 

future research, further attributes can be involved in the investigations. These 

attributes can be some service based system parameters, such as some kind of 

availability for software, hardware, and service. This could be service based 

planning, as well. 
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